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Executive Summary

The United Nations Secretary-General and many United Nations Member States have recognized that increased militarization and the proliferation of weapons are two related factors that fuel the systematic and widespread occurrence sexual violence in conflict. Beyond this recognition, however, little has actually been done to address weapon proliferation as part of efforts to prevent conflict-related sexual violence (CRSV).

This research seeks to fill this gap by exploring the links between the proliferation of weapons, particularly small arms and light weapons (SALW), and CRSV. Specifically, this research seeks to identify entry points where arms control and disarmament treaties, instruments, tools and measures can be leveraged to prevent CRSV.

Based on publicly available incident data and in-depth interviews with experts on both CRSV and the arms control and disarmament field, the report offers an overview of how different arms control and disarmament treaties, tools, instruments and measures can be leveraged throughout the conflict cycle to strengthen prevention of this form of violence.

This research considers that gender-responsive arms control and disarmament can play a role in both short-term operational prevention and long-term structural prevention of CRSV, not only by reducing the proliferation of the weapons that facilitate CRSV and create the conditions for this type of violence to escalate, but also by changing harmful gender norms and attitudes, thereby addressing the root cause of CRSV.

Key findings

1. The proliferation of SALW in conflicts can be linked to CRSV in two ways. First, directly, as weapons and ammunition are used by perpetrators to commit rape, to threaten or coerce individuals into sexual acts against their will, and to injure and kill survivors and victims of sexual violence. Second, indirectly, as weapon proliferation is one of the factors that fuel armed conflict, which in turn propagates the conditions that lead to CRSV.

2. Publicly available data on CRSV incidents, collected by the UN and civil society actors mainly refers to “armed actors” as perpetrators, and there is a lack of specific data on weapons in relation to CRSV. However, in six countries where disaggregated data on weapons was available, approximately 70% to 90% of CRSV incidents are reported to involve weapons, particularly firearms.
Despite the linkages between CRSV and weapons, to date, no arms control or disarmament treaty or instrument mentions CRSV; however, some have recognized the gendered impacts of weapons, including their role in facilitating gender-based violence. This recognition provides an entry point from which CRSV may be addressed.

As part of CRSV prevention efforts, this paper proposes an arms control and disarmament toolbox, which includes multiple treaties, such as the Arms Trade Treaty, the United Nations Programme of Action on Small Arms and the Firearms Protocol. By addressing the legal and policy frameworks for SALW control, these treaties and instruments can contribute to the long-term structural prevention of CRSV.

The toolbox also includes tools and measures that can be relevant during different phases of a conflict to limit access to weapons to perpetrators of CRSV, thus contributing to short-term operational prevention of CRSV. These tools and measures include disarmament, demobilization and reintegration; civilian disarmament programmes; weapons and ammunition management; community violence reduction; and security sector reform.

A gender-responsive implementation of the arms control and disarmament toolbox can contribute to changing gender norms and attitudes by promoting women’s participation in decision-making about security issues, including arms control and disarmament, which has traditionally been a male-dominated field. Thereby addressing structural gender inequality, a root cause of CRSV.

**Key recommendations**

- All arms control and disarmament stakeholders, including States, civil society organizations, and international and regional organizations, should contribute to improving understanding of the links between SALW proliferation and CRSV by:
  - Supporting the collection of more disaggregated data on survivors and victims of CRSV by age, gender and other identity markers (e.g. disability) as well as geographic location of the incident, type of location (e.g. displaced persons camps, schools), type of perpetrator, and most importantly the type of weapon involved in the incident.
  - Pursuing and funding further context-specific research on the links between the proliferation of SALW and CRSV, for example the link between organized crime, the illicit trade of SALW and other types of illicit trade in conflict, and CRSV.

- All stakeholders should raise awareness in SALW-related forums of the role of arms control and disarmament in CRSV prevention.

- States should consider sharing and building on:
  - Existing national practices in the development of gender-responsive SALW legislation and policies, which can contribute to the prevention of gender-based violence, including CRSV, and;
Export risk assessment practices which could assess and mitigate the risk that exported weapons can be used to commit or facilitate CRSV, in the context of Arms Trade Treaty obligations.

States should leverage synergies among complementary global and regional arms control and disarmament instruments and treaties – as well as other frameworks such as the Women, Peace and Security Agenda and the Sustainable Development Goals – to address the proliferation of SALW and its gendered impacts, which include CRSV.

As critical stakeholders in efforts to prevent CRSV, survivors and their representative associations should be included in decision-making on arms control and disarmament at multilateral and national levels.
Introduction

In 2000, United Nations resolution 1325 on women, peace and security made sexual violence a matter of international peace and security, calling for “all parties to armed conflict to take special measures to protect women and girls from gender-based violence, particularly rape and other forms of sexual abuse, and all other forms of violence in situations of armed conflict”. Since then, the United Nations Security Council has prioritized preventing and responding to conflict-related sexual violence (CRSV) in a number of ways. These include mandating United Nations field presences to work towards its prevention by regularly reporting on CRSV incidents, supporting justice accountability measures for perpetrators, and providing services for survivors. The Security Council has also established a Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Sexual Violence in Conflict, whose role is to bring attention to this issue through high-level engagements with governments, militaries and other stakeholders as well as to coordinate the monitoring and reporting on CRSV where the United Nations has a presence.

Yet, over 20 years since the adoption of Security Council resolution 1325 and over 10 years since the establishment of the Office of the Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Sexual Violence in Conflict, widespread and systematic use of sexual and gender-based violence is persistent in many conflicts, including in countries where there are United Nations-led peace operations. In 2022, the Secretary-General’s report on CRSV highlighted that “sexual violence continued to be employed as a tactic of war, torture and terrorism” and that sexual violence has been used against men and boys, to target LGBTQI+ persons, and to silence women political activists. Deeply rooted in gender inequality, CRSV is a complex phenomenon with multiple overlapping causes. Tackling it will therefore require a multiprong approach that works on both long-term structural prevention to address the root causes of CRSV and more operational short-term prevention to address and mitigate immediate enabling factors.

Although certainly not the only factor, in many contexts, the proliferation of small arms and light weapons (SALW) plays a direct role in facilitating CRSV or in the act of CRSV itself. Weapons also indirectly enable escalation of sexual violence by fuelling the conflict in which CRSV occurs. In his annual reports on CRSV, the Secretary-General has recognized that illicit SALW proliferation is among the factors fuelling systematic and widespread CRSV. Recently, arms control and disarmament treaties, instruments and measures have been recognized in the new United Nations Framework for the Prevention of Conflict-related Sexual Violence. However, beyond this recognition, not much attention has been given to practical ways arms control and disarmament can address CRSV or how

---

3 Ibid., paras 2, 3, 21, 36.
arms control can contribute to both long-term and short-term CRSV prevention. Consequently, there has been little quantitative or qualitative research on the ways in which SALW proliferation plays a role in exacerbating sexual violence in conflict.

This research project seeks to fill this gap by exploring the various ways in which SALW proliferation and CRSV are linked and identifying opportunities for arms control and disarmament to be integrated into the prevention of and response to CRSV. The research aims to support the implementation of the United Nations Framework for the Prevention of Conflict-related Sexual Violence and complement it by identifying additional opportunities for arms control and disarmament measures to contribute to both long term structural prevention and short-term operational prevention.

This first report, The Arms Control and Disarmament Toolbox, seeks to understand how the proliferation of SALW contributes to CRSV based on a review of literature and an examination of publicly available incident data. Building on the available evidence base and UNIDIR’s work on leveraging arms control for conflict prevention, the report provides a conceptual framework for understanding how different arms control and disarmament treaties, instruments, tools and measures can be leveraged to strengthen CRSV prevention, before and during conflict and when transitioning out of conflict into post-conflict settings.

Evidence for this report is drawn from a literature review, a review of all publicly available incident data on CRSV and a desk review of all United Nations frameworks, policies and operational guidance related to addressing and preventing CRSV, spanning a period of 20 years. In addition, recommendations are drawn from in-depth interviews with experts on sexual and gender-based violence, CRSV, and arms control and disarmament from the United Nations, civil society organizations, academia and government who are working in conflicts in Africa, Asia and Europe.

This research considers that gender-responsive arms control and disarmament can play a role in both short-term operational prevention and long-term structural prevention of CRSV, not only by reducing the proliferation of the weapons that facilitate CRSV and create the conditions for this type of violence to escalate but also by changing harmful gender norms and attitudes, thereby addressing the root cause of CRSV.

---

4 Subsequent reports will look at specific opportunities for the United Nations, including UN actors on the ground to integrate arms control and disarmament measures to address and prevent CRSV.

1. Understanding Conflict-related Sexual Violence

Over the past two decades, increasing attention has been paid to CRSV. The United Nations defines CRSV\(^6\) as:

“Rape, sexual slavery, forced prostitution, forced pregnancy, forced abortion, enforced sterilization, forced marriage, and any other form of sexual violence of comparable gravity perpetrated against women, men, girls or boys that is directly or indirectly linked to a conflict. That link may be evident in the profile of the perpetrator, who is often affiliated with a State or non-State armed group, including those designated as terrorist groups by the United Nations; the profile of the victim, who is frequently an actual or perceived member of a political, ethnic or religious minority group, or targeted on the basis of actual or perceived sexual orientation or gender identity; a climate of impunity, which is generally associated with State collapse; cross-border consequences, such as displacement or trafficking; and/or violations of a ceasefire agreement. The term also encompasses trafficking in persons for the purpose of sexual violence and/or exploitation, when committed in situations of conflict.”\(^7\)

CRSV is rooted in structural gender inequalities derived from cultural and societal conceptions of gender roles, which exist prior to a conflict and may continue after hostilities have ceased. It is often used as a “tactic of war” by armed groups to deliberately target civilians and terrorize and humiliate victims in an effort to exert power and control.\(^8\) Sexual violence can vary in form, motivation and purpose\(^9\) but ultimately contributes to and is fed by the destruction of the social fabric of a community and has devastating immediate and long-term impacts on survivors, including physical, physiological and socioeconomic harms.\(^10\)

Some of the major steps in ensuring accountability for CRSV and its recognition as international crimes, of particular importance are the rulings of the International Criminal Tribunals for the Former Yugoslavia and Rwanda. The former having determined that rape can be a war crime and the latter

---

\(^6\) This paper will use the current United Nations definition when referring to CRSV for the purpose of clarity. There is no universally agreed definition of CRSV or sexual violence in conflict, and the definition and scope of CRSV varies among organizations.


that, if committed with the genocidal intent to destroy a protected group, it can constitute genocide.\textsuperscript{11} The International Criminal Court has followed in the footsteps of the UN tribunals, by also ensuring accountability for these crimes, including for girl survivors.\textsuperscript{12}

\textsuperscript{11} Patricia Viseur Sellers, The Prosecution of Sexual Violence in conflict: The Importance of Human Rights as Means of Interpretation \url{https://www2.ohchr.org/english/issues/women/docs/Paper_Prosecution_of_Sexual_Violence.pdf}

1.1 Survivors and Victims

The survivors and victims of CRSV are often targeted based on being actual or perceived members of a political, ethnic or religious group or targeted on the basis of actual or perceived sexual orientation or gender identity. The majority of survivors and victims of CRSV are women and girls. In 2021, 97% of the 3,293 cases of CRSV verified by the United Nations affected women and girls, and 1% of recorded cases involved men and boys as survivors or victims. These figures on victimization are likely to be an underestimate due to the multiple challenges in reporting CRSV discussed in section 1.4 of this report.

Intersecting identity markers and circumstances may put some women and girls at higher risk of certain forms of sexual violence. For example, women and girls of childbearing age are primary targets for reproductive harms such as forced pregnancy, enforced sterilization and forced marriage.

Children are also affected by CRSV and may be more vulnerable to forced recruitment as sexual slaves or wives of combatants because of their age. In the case of CRSV against children, the United Nations reported that in 98% of the cases reported, survivors were girls. Additionally, sexual violence within armed groups commonly targets girl child soldiers, who are often specifically recruited for those purposes, such as the “bush wives” who were abducted and raped by armed groups throughout the conflict in Sierra Leone.

While women and girls are not inherently vulnerable, they are made more exposed to this type of violence because of the structural gender inequality that exists in almost every society, where the gender-based power differentials place women and girls at more risk of certain types of violence.

13 “Survivor” is the preferred and most commonly used term when referring to those who have suffered CRSV. “Victims” refers to those who were killed in an incident of CRSV.


Although women and girls form the vast majority of survivors and victims, men and boys are also affected by CRSV. There are limited data on men and boys as survivors or victims as this particular form of sexual violence is highly stigmatized and challenges prevalent notions of masculinities in conflict. Nevertheless, there are several documented cases of sexual violence targeting men and boys in the Central African Republic, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Colombia, Iraq, Libya, Myanmar, South Sudan and the Syrian Arab Republic. People who identify as LGBTQI+ or outside the gender binary can also be the target of sexual violence, especially in places where traditional gender norms are strong and/or homosexuality is illegal or seen as “undesirable” by a segment of the population. The limited data on sexual violence against men and boys and LGBTQI+ communities (which, even when reported, is often reported as torture rather than as CRSV) have resulted in a gap in responding to male or gender-diverse survivors of CRSV, and they are often overlooked or even neglected by humanitarian responders and service providers.
1.2 Perpetrators

Perpetrators of CRSV are often affiliated with a State or non-State armed group. Sexual violence may be authorized or ordered by command, or simply tolerated in the armed group, where individual perpetrators may take advantage of collapsed protection infrastructure or a general context of impunity. CRSV can be part of the repertoire of violence to control and coerce civilian populations. Sexual violence is not a tactic of warfare in all conflicts; it may be simply tolerated or be a non-military policy, such as to control the sexual and reproductive lives of combatants.²⁴

Civilians also commit CRSV. In a survey of human rights abuses in eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo mining towns, women reported that “the most common perpetrators of rape and forced marriage were civilians, including mining bosses, neighbors, and family members”.²⁵ Furthermore, although perpetration is mostly associated with men, in some cases women, including women combatants, are perpetrators, such as when sexual violence is used as a form of torture in detention spaces.²⁶


1.3 Root Causes and Enabling Factors

CRSV is a specific form of gender-based violence (GBV); both are rooted in patriarchal gender norms. These norms, which exist in most societies, set out an expectation that men should be aggressive and dominant and that women should be passive and, in some cases, submissive. This can lead to the use of sexual violence as a tactic of war and as a means of asserting power and dominance over women.27 The same norms also shape gendered participation in armed conflict, where men are expected to take up weapons and participate in hostilities and women are often excluded from combat roles and instead assigned to support roles such as nursing and caregiving.28 While these gender norms are prevalent, there are many exceptions – as discussed in section 1.2 – where women as part of armed groups have been perpetrators of CRSV.

GBV is wider than sexual violence and is an umbrella term that encompasses “harmful acts directed at an individual or a group of individuals based on their gender.”29 GBV, and sexual violence as a form of GBV, is present in most societies, whether in war or peacetime. However, there is evidence that during a conflict, sexual violence in all its forms tends to escalate. For example, research on sexual violence in civil wars has found that the likelihood of gang rape during conflict is higher than in peacetime and that sexual violence in conflict is associated with more brutal acts of rape, including in public spaces and using objects and torture.30 This indicates that the conflict itself creates conditions that may intensify or increase the frequency of sexual violence.

Sexual violence can vary in form, frequency, motivation and aims between conflicts and even within the same conflict. Scholars have noted that armed groups within the same country and conflict can perpetrate sexual violence to different degrees or at different times and that in some conflicts sexual violence may be absent, meaning that it is not a ubiquitous or inevitable part of every conflict.31 As such, it is important to recognize that CRSV is a complex phenomenon with many intersecting and overlapping causes. For example, depending on the conflict, different characteristics or circumstances – such as detention, age, membership in an armed group – may increase individual or community risk of CRSV. A breakdown in the rule of law due to State collapse, displacement, trafficking, and/or violations of a ceasefire agreement, as well as access to weapons and socioeconomic factors, can all increase the risk of CRSV.32

---

Ultimately, CRSV is linked to both the conditions of the conflict and to the structural inequalities and unequal gender norms that lead to GBV. Preventing CRSV requires a holistic understanding of gender dynamics, of enabling factors that often overlap with conflict drivers and of risk factors arising from the intersecting identities of survivors and perpetrators.

1.4 Challenges to Data Collection

The global scale of CRSV is difficult to know, as figures vary widely. Data are collected by different organizations, and those data collection efforts vary in scope, purpose and methodology, including incident reporting, media monitoring, and surveys and estimation methods. What is counted as perpetrator, victim, survivor, incident or individual act also varies between data collectors, which means that often data from different organizations, even those collecting data in the same conflict, cannot be combined or compared.

Data collection efforts are hindered by several factors. CRSV is often referred to as a “hidden” crime, as many survivors are unable or unwilling to report to law enforcement authorities or service providers because of a general breakdown in the rule of law or the collapse of health, law enforcement and justice sectors as a consequence of the conflict or because of fear of stigmatization or reprisal.

Systematic data collection about the types of weapon used in CRSV remains a major challenge. In addition to the difficulties already mentioned, many of the experts interviewed mentioned that due to post-traumatic stress disorder and/or the passage of time between when the event occurred and when it was reported, survivors may not remember or have only vague recollection of such details. Some incident reporting and media monitoring efforts have collected information on weapons in CRSV incidents, albeit often making general references to “armed men or armed groups”, but sometimes referring explicitly to “firearms “or “automatic weapons.”

Table 1 presents recent publicly available figures on CRSV incident reporting. The figures vary significantly as organizations have varying definitions of sexual violence, geographic scope, access to sources of information, and levels of verification.
United Nations monitoring, analysis and reporting arrangements use a variety of sources when collecting information about CRSV incidents, including receiving testimonies directly from survivors and conducting human rights investigations where there is a United Nations presence. Generally, the United Nations has a high threshold for what is considered a verified incident, as incidents need to be corroborated by three independent sources. The figure of 3,293 incidents of CRSV from the United Nations monitoring, analysis and reporting arrangements is based on incidents verified by the United Nations in the following countries: Afghanistan, Burkina Faso, the Central African Republic, Colombia, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Djibouti, Ethiopia, Iraq, Libya, Mali, Mozambique, Myanmar, Nepal, South Sudan, Sudan, the Syrian Arab Republic, and Yemen. This figure refers to incidents recorded in 2021, and about half these incidents were reported in the Democratic Republic of the Congo.

Armed Conflict Location & Event Data Project (ACLED) collects information on political violence events, demonstrations and select politically relevant non-violent events. According to its website, ACLED derives its information from a wide range of local, regional and national sources, including news sources. ACLED defines sexual violence as any action that inflicts harm of a sexual nature and does not exclude any types of perpetrator or make a distinction between conflict and non-conflict settings. The project claims it has near-global coverage.

Insecurity Insight is a non-governmental organization that collects different types of publicly sourced data on violent events, such as incidents of attacks on aid workers and health care workers, the use of explosive weapons, and incidents of sexual violence and sexual exploitation and abuse. Incidents of sexual violence are included in the database when the perpetrator is a member of a State or private security force or is an actor in a conflict or when the survivor is a member of a social group affected by conflict, recognizable by having sought protection in an internally displaced person or refugee system. The data from 2021 and 2022 covers almost all conflicts with detailed datasets available for the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Ethiopia, Nigeria, South Sudan, Sudan and Ukraine.

---

### Table 1. Multi-country Data (2021–2022)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time period</th>
<th>United Nations Monitoring, Analysis and Reporting Arrangements</th>
<th>ACLED</th>
<th>Insecurity Insight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Countries</td>
<td>Afghanistan, Burkina Faso, the Central African Republic, Colombia, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Djibouti, Ethiopia, Iraq, Libya, Mali, Mozambique, Myanmar, Nepal, South Sudan, Sudan, the Syrian Arab Republic, Yemen</td>
<td>Near-global coverage</td>
<td>Near-global coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>January to December 2021</td>
<td>January 2021 to October 2022</td>
<td>January 2021 to October 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total incidents</td>
<td>3,293</td>
<td>767</td>
<td>611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available data on perpetrators</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State actors</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-State actors</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available data on survivors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women and girls</td>
<td>3,198 (97%)</td>
<td>677 (88%)</td>
<td>564 (92%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men and boys</td>
<td>83 (1%)</td>
<td>64 (8%)</td>
<td>80 (13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td>1,565 (48%)</td>
<td>Not recorded</td>
<td>188 (30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGBTQI+ adults</td>
<td>12 (0.3%)</td>
<td>24 (3%)</td>
<td>Not recorded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incidents involving weapons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firearms</td>
<td>Not recorded</td>
<td>Not recorded</td>
<td>514 (84%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (knives, machetes, blunt objects)</td>
<td>Not recorded</td>
<td>Not recorded</td>
<td>59 (1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Country-level Data on Firearms from Insecurity Insight

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTRY</th>
<th>TIME PERIOD</th>
<th>TOTAL INCIDENTS</th>
<th>INCIDENTS INVOLVING FIREARMS</th>
<th>PROPORTION OF INCIDENTS INVOLVING FIREARMS (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DRC</td>
<td>January 2020–October 2022</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>February 2020–October 2022</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>February 2020–January 2022</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Sudan</td>
<td>February 2020–September 2022</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>February 2020–September 2022</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>March 2022–August 2022</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Monrovia, Liberia, 2008. UNMIL Launches “16 days of Activism” Campaign. Credit: © UN Photo/Christopher Herwig
2. The Relationship between Weapons and Conflict-related Sexual Violence

CRSV is a complex phenomenon with multiple enabling factors that overlap with drivers of the conflict itself. One of these factors, which is often acknowledged but rarely addressed in the context of prevention and response to CRSV, is the proliferation of weapons and ammunition.

Weapons and ammunition proliferation, including the illicit proliferation of SALW, along with other factors, has been identified by the United Nations Secretary-General as an enabler of CRSV. Weapons and ammunition are interlinked with CRSV in two main ways. First, there are direct links: weapons and ammunition are used by perpetrators to facilitate the commission of rape, to threaten or coerce individuals into sexual acts against their will, and to injure and/or kill survivors and victims of sexual violence. Second, there are indirect links: weapon and ammunition proliferation contributes to the escalation of conflict violence, which, in turn, propagates the conditions that lead to CRSV.

2.1 Direct Links

In terms of publicly available data, Insecurity Insight is the only organization that has collected information on weapons, and specifically firearms, as part of its monitoring of CRSV incidents. According to its data covering incidents from 2021 to 2022, 514 of the 611 incidents (84%) recorded in their global dataset, while only 59 out of 611 (1%) of incidents involve other types of weapons (knives, machetes, and blunt objects) and for the remaining 38 incidents, the information on weapons was not available (see Table 1). When looking at Insecurity Insight's disaggregated data available by country (see Table 2), it is noted that between 70% and 90% of CRSV cases in countries where data are reported involved a firearms. In general, it can be assumed that figures derived from the monitoring of publicly available sources, such as the data from Insecurity Insight, are underestimates of CRSV events in a conflict, given the general challenges of reporting in an armed conflict and the additional challenges of reporting CRSV crimes, as discussed in section 1.4. Therefore, the proportion of firearms reported in these incidents may not be representative of the frequency with which weapons are involved in CRSV incidents.

---

41 For example, in the Central African Republic, Côte d’Ivoire, Libya, Mali, Somalia, South Sudan and Sudan illicit proliferation of SALW was recognized as a factor contributing to sexual violence, as mentioned in the United Nations Secretary-General’s annual reports on sexual violence between 2012 and 2022.
In 2020, Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) reported that out of 10,810 survivors of sexual violence treated by MSF facilities in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, more than 60% “were attacked by aggressors bearing weapons”. The report stated that:

“During the year, our teams also observed that in areas where the security situation had deteriorated, the proportion of patients attacked by people with weapons was higher than elsewhere. This was the case in the territories of Masisi and Rutshuru (North-Kivu), but also in Salambila (Maniema), where respectively 75%, 84% and 70% of survivors declared that their attackers were armed.”

The data are based on 10,810 survivors who were treated in 2020 by MSF facilities located in the provinces of Kasai-Central, North-Kivu, South-Kivu, Ituri, Maniema and Haut Katanga.

UNIDIR also received case data from the Panzi Hospital, established by Dr Denis Mukwege, which has treated survivors of CRSV in Bukavu, Democratic Republic of the Congo, since 1999. The hospital’s data reveal that in 2021 and 2022 about 42% of cases recorded by the hospital involved a weapon (1,045 out of 2,488 cases).

For both MSF and the Panzi Hospital, the data on weapons were not disaggregated by type of weapon and therefore might also include traditional weapons such as machetes, knives or household objects. This underscores the need to be more specific when collecting data on weapons, in particular asking survivors, if possible, to differentiate between traditional weapons and automatic weapons.

Some annual reports on CRSV by the Secretary-General and United Nations human rights organizations include details about incidents involving weapons. For example, in 2012 the Secretary-General’s report included details from testimonies from male survivors of CRSV in detention in Libya, who reported “being subjected to torture and ill-treatment, as well as to... rape, including anal rape with an automatic weapon”. In 2015, the Secretary-General’s report stated that in Darfur, South Sudan, “in 60 per cent of all reported cases, involving 119 victims, the alleged perpetrator(s) were armed”.

---


43 An interview with an MSF representative in the Democratic Republic of the Congo.


45 The Hospital”, Panzi Foundation, https://panzifoundation.org/the-hospital/


Box 1.

Views from Practitioners

Given the sparseness of data available, this study sought to complement the desk research with key informant interviews. Twelve experts working on conflict-related sexual violence (CRSV) were interviewed. These experts worked in different capacities, such as United Nations women’s protection advisers and United Nations police sexual and gender-based violence advisers, working in both United Nations special political missions and United Nations-led peace operations, as well as a staff from humanitarian agencies providing services to survivors. These experts were working in a range of contexts, including the Central African Republic, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Mali, Sudan and Ukraine. When asked about the links between small arms and light weapons (SALW) proliferation and sexual violence, all acknowledged that proliferation of SALW plays a crucial role in facilitating CRSV but highlighted that it is not the only factor that exacerbates CRSV, as discussed in section 1.3.

In terms of direct links, some experts affirmed that firearms may be used in the sexual violence act itself. Although some of the data on CRSV incidents indicate “armed actor” or “armed aggressor” as the perpetrator, how weapons are used is rarely reported, unless the victim is killed by a firearm subsequent to or during the incident. One expert noted that “we know the presence of firearms, but we don’t actually know exactly how they are employed in the different forms of sexual violence”.

Most of the experts noted that the mere presence of a firearm is enough to intimidate, threaten and control individuals and/or groups of survivors and victims. Several experts referred to weapons giving perpetrators more power, especially in the case of child soldiers as perpetrators, where “carrying weapons gives them the illusion of power”. Although child soldiers are more often survivors or victims of sexual violence, particularly girl child soldiers, they can also be perpetrators.48

The interviews also highlighted that the link between SALW proliferation and CRSV is highly contextual, as in some places CRSV can be perpetrated with traditional weapons (e.g., knives, machetes, blunt objects). Experts working in Central African Republic, the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Mali noted that weapon circulation in their respective contexts seemed to be very high and had contributed to CRSV in those countries; they had little knowledge, however, about the level and dynamics of illicit weapons and weapon circulation in the country where they worked, which they said might be useful contextual information for CRSV prevention and response.

Several experts working in Democratic Republic of the Congo also highlighted additional links between the proliferation of weapons and CRSV, one of those links being the high levels of sexual violence reported in the mining areas controlled by armed groups and organized criminal groups. For example, many studies have reported that organized criminal groups are involved in the production
and supply chain of precious minerals, that they have ties with armed groups in the eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo and that the exploitation of children, rape and other forms of GBV are common at these mining sites.\textsuperscript{49} Another link was the possible use and threat of sexual violence in the trafficking of illicit weapons in conflict. The experts observed that in some cases women and girls may be forced to participate in the trade as carriers or brokers and that sexual violence is used to coerce them into compliance. However, there are minimal data or research on this aspect of illicit arms trafficking due to challenges gaining access to those who may be involved in the illicit arms trade, especially women and girls.\textsuperscript{50}

### 2.2 Indirect Links

Not only are weapons instruments to commit rape, to threaten or coerce survivors into sexual acts against their will and to injure and kill survivors and victims of CRSV, but the proliferation of these weapons also fuels the conflict itself. In fact, several studies have correlated the availability of SALW to the escalation of armed violence in conflict, particularly internal armed conflict.\textsuperscript{51} In particular, SALW are seen to have many advantages in these contexts because they are relatively low cost, durable, easy to transport and widely available, making them the "weapon of choice" for most armed groups.\textsuperscript{52} In fact, the relationship between the deterioration of a security situation and the increase in CRSV perpetrated by weapons, observed in MSF’s data for the Democratic Republic of the Congo (see section 2.1), is noteworthy and points to the mutually reinforcing dynamics that contribute to CRSV in conflict. Contributing to this deterioration is the indirect way weapons, and SALW in particular, create the conditions for CRSV and other forms of GBV, including intimate partner violence, domestic violence, gendered hate crimes, and femicides.


Studies in contemporary conflicts also attest to indirect links between weapon proliferation and CRSV. Since the beginning of the Russian invasion of Ukraine in 2021, there have been multiple reports of systematic CRSV committed against women, men and LGBTQI+ persons. It has also been reported that during this same period, the number of domestic violence calls to the police in Ukraine rose by 40% between January and April 2022 compared with the same time period in 2021. A Save the Children report about the previous conflicts in Ukraine also indicated an increase in domestic violence (mainly directed at women and girls) in families living along the contact line from the start of the 2014 conflict. Survivors noted that “the violence was seen to be taking on more violent and severe forms, due to the ease of access to weapons.” In South Sudan, a study evaluating CRSV prevention interventions found that conflict conditions affecting non-intimate partner violence were similarly affecting intimate partner violence. Survivors of sexual violence in South Sudan noted an increase in the brutality of intimate partner violence since the start of the 2013 conflict. Similar findings were also reported in studies in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, which emphasized the normalization of sexual violence during conflict.
Box 2.

Beyond Conflict-related Sexual Violence: Understanding Gender-based Violence and Weapons

To further understand the relationship between small arms and light weapons (SALW) and conflict-related sexual violence (CRSV), it is helpful to look at the role of SALW along the gender-based violence (GBV) continuum. That is, even though CRSV occurs in a unique environment, namely in conflict, it is part of a wider spectrum of GBV that exists prior to and during conflict and in post-conflict situations, forming a continuum of violence.\(^\text{58}\) GBV includes different kinds of violence, such as intimate partner violence, domestic violence\(^\text{59}\) and family-related violence.\(^\text{60}\) Due to patriarchal gender norms and gender inequality, women and girls form the majority of victims of these types of violence. Although gender-disaggregated data on victimization from SALW are also limited, there have been increased efforts by some countries, United Nations entities and civil society organizations to collect these kinds of data.\(^\text{61}\)

The Global Violent Deaths Database, which compiles global statistics on violent deaths in conflict and non-conflict settings, in 2020 found that men constituted the majority of victims of homicide by firearms (83%).\(^\text{62}\) However, when it comes to specific types of violence, such as intimate partner or family member homicides (IPFM homicides) women and girls constitute the majority of victims (64%).\(^\text{63}\) Although data enabling a cross-disaggregation of IPFM homicides by type of mechanism and gender are very limited, the 2020 UNODC Global Study on Firearms Trafficking notes that:

“Country-specific data suggest that, in a context where women make up the great majority of victims of IPFM homicide, the proportion of women tends to be consistently higher among victims of firearm-related IPFM homicides, in comparison with those IPFM homicides perpetrated by means of sharp object.\(^\text{64}\)”

---


59 Defined by UN Women as any pattern of behavior used to gain or maintain power and control over an intimate partner. It encompasses all physical, sexual, emotional, economic and psychological actions or threats of actions that influence another person. This is one of the most common forms of violence experienced by women globally.

60 This includes violence perpetrated by a family member, including so-called “honour killings”.


Argentina is one of the few countries that publishes official statistics on femicides, and between 2017 and 2021 the country recorded an average of 273 femicides annually, which includes intimate partner violence but also other intentional killing of women and girls. Firearms were used in almost a quarter of the cases.65

Social constructs around masculinity and femininity, among other factors such as cultural norms and personal or collective safety and security perceptions, mediate the use, misuse and possession of SALW. This is in part reflected in the rates of civilian firearm possession. Although there is no single source of gender-disaggregated data on civilian gun owners, in countries where gun licensing is mandatory, licensing data are often the most reliable available indicator of civilian firearm ownership. A 2014 study on women and gun ownership noted that in nine European countries for which disaggregated gun licensing data were available, men accounted for an average of 96% of licence holders, while women represented the remaining 4%.66,67 However, there are some exceptions to this, such as the United States of America, which has a relatively high percentage of women (21%) owning firearms,68 demonstrating that factors other than gender influence firearm possession. Nevertheless, gender norms that link masculinity with weapon possession may be further polarized in a conflict, with men expected to take part in hostilities while women are left with caring duties, and this increased polarization could lead to widespread CRSV.

67 The countries are Andorra, Austria, Czechia, Estonia, Lithuania, Malta, Montenegro, Serbia and Spain.
2.3 In Focus: The Case of Weapons and Conflict-related Sexual Violence in Sudan

To better understand the complex relationships between weapons and CRSV, it is useful to look at a concrete case. Sudan is an appropriate context for this discussion as a country that has a high level of weapons in circulation and for which a United Nations Framework of Cooperation on CRSV was established in 2020. The Framework prioritizes a number of actions that aim to prevent and respond to CRSV in the country, including supporting legislation to strengthen protection from CRSV, ensuring comprehensive services to survivors, engaging with Sudanese justice and security actors, and enhancing capacity for the investigation and prosecution of crimes of sexual violence. However, due to the military coup and ensuing political crisis, little has been implemented.

Sudan has a long legacy of armed conflict dating back to its 25-year civil war with the South, which eventually gained independence in 2011. In 2017, it was estimated that there were some 3.5 million SALW in Sudan, more than two-thirds (or approximately 2.75 million) of which were circulating outside of State-controlled stockpiles. Sudan also has undergone several disarmament initiatives. Since 2005, some 11,000 former combatants have been disarmed and demobilized, with only a limited number having received reintegration support. In certain regions, such as Darfur, Blue Nile state and South Kordofan, arms have proliferated rapidly among civilians because of the legacy of armed conflict and the lack of State security provisions. Illicit arms flows have been identified as a critical factor leading to the outbreak and escalation of armed conflict in Sudan.

The Juba Peace Agreement was signed on 31 August 2020 between the Transitional Government of Sudan and the Sudan Revolutionary Front (a coalition of armed groups from the regions of Darfur, Blue Nile and South Kordofan), however armed conflict has continued to pose significant challenges in West Darfur state and in the Blue Nile region, where some armed groups have not signed the agreement. Although CRSV is addressed in the Juba Peace Agreement, and this is largely seen as

---


positive, little progress or attention has been paid to addressing or preventing CRSV in the context of this peace agreement. This has been attributed to the lack of official representation by women in the process,\textsuperscript{74} and as previous studies have shown, CRSV is a topic that is rarely addressed without women represented around the negotiation table.\textsuperscript{75}

In his 2022 report on the security situation of Sudan, the UN Secretary-General outlined many cases of violence against women, including the shooting of women protesters with live ammunition. The report also documents many instances of CRSV by non-State actors, militias and government security forces.\textsuperscript{76}

As part of this research, UNIDIR conducted a focus group in Khartoum in January 2023. Experts on sexual and gender-based violence and CRSV from local civil society organizations, the national government, the United Nations Integrated Transition Assistance Mission in the Sudan (UNITAMS) and United Nations agencies based in the country, discussed the problem of sexual violence, its links with weapons, and how arms control and disarmament measures could support CRSV prevention efforts.

According to the participants in the focus group discussion, gender norms in Sudan are very rigid and have shaped who owns weapons and how they are used. Tribal and pastoralist communities have a long tradition of carrying weapons for the protection of their cattle. However, these weapons are almost exclusively owned by men.

In cities such as the capital city Khartoum, participants noted that firearms, traditionally, have been less commonly held by civilians and that cases of domestic violence, including against children, have involved traditional weapons such as knives. However, they noted that recently there has been an increase in civilians carrying weapons in Khartoum. Many associated this increase with the deteriorating security situation and increase in criminality and the need for civilians to protect themselves.

The following were identified as particularly worrying trends that would increase the risk of CRSV:

- The migration of individuals belonging to armed groups or militia into the city, who are bringing weapons with them
- Increased trafficking and use of illicit drugs by members of armed groups


• People who are unaffiliated with armed groups wearing uniforms of State and non-State armed groups and security forces to abuse perceived authority and perpetrate crimes, including CRSV
• Taxi drivers carrying weapons in their vehicles
• Many refugees from conflicts in neighbouring countries (e.g. the Central African Republic, Chad, Ethiopia) bringing their weapons to resettlement camps

Focus group participants revealed that there is a lack of reporting of CRSV and GBV incidents in general, although some particularly brutal cases of gang rape have been reported by the local media. As in many other countries, negative gender norms also play a role in the lack of reporting in Sudan. There is a high level of shame associated with reporting this type of crime and fear of being stigmatized.

In addition, participants pointed out a specific challenge relating to the current context in Sudan. First, there is no clear legislative framework for GBV, although efforts are being made to propose gender-sensitive and survivor-centred legislation that would consider certain forms of GBV as crimes and offer more protection for women. Because of the lack of legal framework, police are not appropriately equipped or trained in investigating allegations of sexual violence, although United Nations experts have been deployed to advise law enforcement authorities on this as part of UNITAMS.

Even if a stronger legislative framework existed on GBV, participants noted that in the current context there is a high level of distrust of the police among the local population, meaning that women are highly unlikely to report incidents of sexual violence to the police.

Currently, UNITAMS is one of the few organizations that collect data on CRSV in Sudan in the context of the United Nations monitoring, analysis and reporting arrangements, and it does not collect information on weapons. The team is relatively small and therefore cannot cover all incidents in the country. Participants noted that even in the context of the United Nations data collection, survivors may not know how to identify weapons used as they may be in a traumatized state, or they may not identify the presence of a weapon if it was used to threaten but not to injure them. In addition, medical services do not usually include information on weapons.

To deploy effective arms control and disarmament measures to address sexual violence, participants highlighted the importance of contextual understanding, especially in a complex context like Sudan. This will include improving the collection of more disaggregated data on survivors and victims of CRSV by age, gender and other identity markers (e.g. disability) as well as geographic location of the incident, type of location (e.g. displaced persons camps, schools), type of perpetrator, and type of weapon involved in the incident.

From the perspective of some of the United Nations women’s protection advisers working at UNITAMS, collecting basic data about weapons could be integrated into the questions to survivors. Another opportunity is to add a weapons category to the Gender-Based Violence Information Management System (GBVIMS), which will be established by the GBV subcluster in Sudan. The GBVIMS will collect data on rape, forced marriage and other incidents of GBV. However, it does not
necessarily distinguish between incidents of conflict-related sexual violence or other types of GBV. From a State perspective (e.g. law enforcement, medical services), collecting data about weapons in sexual violence may be more challenging as participants noted that addressing weapons is very politically sensitive in the current context.

The participants noted, however, that these kinds of data, including on weapons, can be used for early warning tools, such as the United Nations Development Programme Crisis Risk Dashboard in Sudan, which currently integrates some issues on weapons but does not yet report on GBV. On early warning of CRSV risks, participants noted the importance of involving the community in these mechanisms. Community leaders, including women, are often an important source of information on sexual violence incidents and weapon possession in their communities.

The participants recommended that, in Sudan, a community accountability mechanism should be supported as the State and State institutions rarely acknowledge the existence of CRSV. A State accountability mechanism, as one participant noted, may be “too little too late” when it comes to seeking justice and deterring perpetrators, because recognition from the State takes time. However, the two mechanisms are not mutually exclusive: while community accountability mechanisms may the most viable options in many contexts, including in Sudan, opportunities for reinforcing State accountability mechanisms and improving practices could be pursued in parallel.

77 See GBVIMS Classification Tool and Where Is the GBVIMS? for a list of countries where this system is operational.
78 See the United Nations Development Programme’s Crisis Risk Dashboard.
3. The Arms Control and Disarmament Toolbox for Preventing Conflict-related Sexual Violence

Stemming the proliferation of SALW, which contributes to CRSV both directly and indirectly, along with tackling the drivers of conflict and gender inequality, are important measures for preventing CRSV. Addressing both the demand for weapons and their channels of acquisition is key. The arms control and disarmament toolbox for preventing CRSV includes multiple SALW-related treaties, instruments, tools and measures aimed at reducing the proliferation of SALW. These include international treaties and instruments, as well as regional and subregional agreements and initiatives aimed at enhancing legal and policy frameworks for the control of SALW, thereby contributing to the long-term structural prevention of CRSV. Specific tools and measures can also be relevant at different stages of a conflict to limit access to weapons to perpetrators of CRSV, thus contributing to more short-term operational prevention of CRSV. To effectively take into account the risk of CRSV, the arms control and disarmament toolbox needs to be implemented in a gender-responsive way, meaning that the implementation must identify and analyse the gendered impacts of weapons, including the proliferation of SALW, and address these impacts in a way that promotes gender equality.

Figure 1 shows the arms control and disarmament instruments and measures relevant to SALW that are applicable at different stages of a conflict.

![Figure 1 The Arms Control and Disarmament Toolbox for Preventing Conflict-related Sexual Violence](image)
Before a conflict starts, considering arms-related risks can enhance early warning on CRSV and inform more holistic prevention strategies in the early phases of a conflict.

During the conflict, engaging with armed actors on arms control and using targeted arms embargoes against known perpetrators could mitigate the escalation of such violence.

In transitional conflict settings, which are sometimes characterized by high levels of criminality and intercommunal violence and the proliferation of illicit economic activities including illicit trade in SALW, community violence reduction (CVR), weapon and ammunition management (WAM) and civilian disarmament programmes can be implemented in a gender-responsive way to stem the flow of weapons to potential perpetrators of sexual violence and begin to address some of the root causes that lead to this type of violence.

In post-conflict settings, measures such as WAM and security sector reform (SSR) can address the normative frameworks regulating the supply, transfer, stockpiling and use of SALW, which by preventing diversion and creating gender-responsive national policies on the ownership, use and storage of firearms by civilians and the security sector can contribute to preventing the reoccurrence of CRSV. Additionally, gender-responsive implementation of these measures means that they can contribute to changing gender norms and attitudes by promoting women's participation in decision-making about security issues, including arms control and disarmament, which has traditionally been a male-dominated field. Thus, along with other measures, gender-responsive implementation of arms control and disarmament measures can begin to address structural gender inequality, a root cause of CRSV.

### 3.1 Arms Control Treaties and Instruments Applicable to Small Arms and Light Weapons

A number of international arms control agreements are applicable to SALW, including the United Nations Programme of Action on Small Arms (UNPoA), the Arms Trade Treaty (ATT) and the United Nations Firearms Protocol. In some regions, these international agreements are complemented by regional agreements, such as the Economic Community of West African States Convention on Small Arms and Light Weapons, Their Ammunition and Other Related Materials and the Roadmap for a
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80 These measures will be discussed in greater details subsequent reports.
sustainable solution to the illegal possession, misuse and trafficking of SALW and their ammunition in the Western Balkans. These various agreements aim to ensure that States have effective national regulations, systems and practices in place to prevent the misuse and illicit trade of SALW and to combat their diversion. Although these norms and obligations have been established, their effective implementation is a challenge, particularly by States who experience systemic institutional weaknesses due to armed conflict. Several actors are involved in SALW control; however, the primary responsibility rests with the State to implement commitments made on SALW control at the multilateral level, regional or subregional level, and national level as well as at the local or community level.

To date, no multilateral or regional arms control or disarmament treaties or instruments explicitly refer to CRSV; however, some have recognized the gendered impacts of weapons, including their role in facilitating GBV. As CRSV is a form of GBV, many of these treaties and instruments are relevant to addressing and preventing CRSV. The following presents an overview of the main multilateral arms control instruments and treaties applicable to SALW and how they are relevant to long-term structural prevention of CRSV.

3.1.1. United Nations Programme of Action to Prevent, Combat and Eradicate the Illicit Trade in Small Arms and Light Weapons in All Its Aspects

The UNPoA is a political commitment made by all United Nations Member States to improve national small arms regulations, to strengthen stockpile management, to ensure that weapons are properly and reliably marked, to improve cooperation in weapons tracing, and to engage in regional and international cooperation and assistance.\(^8^2\) In 2018, the outcome document of the Third Review Conference of the UNPoA explicitly recognized that “eradicating the illicit trade in small arms and light weapons is a key part of combating gender-based violence”.\(^8^3\) It also made a series of important recommendations to States, including that States should account for the differing impacts of the illicit trade of SALW on women, men, boys and girls through the collection of gender-disaggregated data and ensure that their policies and programmes designed to combat the illicit trade in SALW take into account such data.\(^8^4\) As these commitments have been made by all United Nations Member States, the UNPoA represents a potentially significant tool in the prevention of CRSV. It can support CRSV prevention efforts by encouraging States to consider the risk of CRSV when designing policies and programmes to combat illicit trade and proliferation of weapons and ammunition.

3.1.2 The Arms Trade Treaty

The ATT covers eight categories of conventional weapons,\(^8^5\) including SALW, and is the first legally binding arms control instrument to contain a specific provision aimed at preventing GBV.\(^8^6\) Under the ATT, States Parties have two key duties with respect to GBV. First, article 6 prohibits States from authorizing a arms transfer which be used to commit war crimes or grave beaches of International Humanitarian Law. Second, article 7 requires States to carry out a comprehensive assessment of the risk that exported arms or related items could be used to commit or facilitate serious acts of GBV, which would include CRSV.\(^8^7\) CRSV – including rape and other forms of sexual violence such as sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy and enforced sterilization – has been established as both a serious violation of international humanitarian law and a war crime in both international and
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84 Ibid., para. 73–78.
86 Ibid., article 7.
non-international armed conflict.**88** Therefore CRSV risks can be considered under both Article 6 & 7 of the treaty. These articles address the direct ways in which weapons can enable CRSV, making the ATT potentially one of the most important arms control treaties for preventing CRSV.

In addition to CRSV, article 7.4 is relevant to other forms of GBV facilitated by weapons either directly or indirectly, whether in a conflict or not, that are not necessarily sexual in nature, such as femicides, intimate partner violence, family-related violence and other types of violence according to national legal interpretation of the term GBV.

However, there are challenges with implementing these obligations. A recent study by the Small Arms Survey noted that no State has publicly denied an arms export based on the potential that these weapons could be used to commit or facilitate serious acts of GBV, including CRSV. There are several reasons for this, including a lack of common understanding of what constitutes GBV or serious acts of GBV and the lack of data on GBV that contain specific information on the types of weapon used in these acts.**89**

### 3.1.3. The Firearms Protocol

The Protocol against the Illicit Manufacturing of and Trafficking in Firearms, Their Parts and Components and Ammunition, known as the Firearms Protocol, is the only legally binding instrument to counter the illicit manufacturing of and trafficking in firearms, their parts and components, and ammunition at the global level.**90** The Firearms Protocol is a supplement to the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime. Although the protocol does not explicitly mention CRSV or GBV, it is relevant to the prevention of CRSV in several ways. First, as the limited data show (see Table 2), firearms are involved in the majority of CRSV incidents. In requiring States to criminalize their illicit manufacturing and trade and adopt effective control and security measures, including their disposal,**91** the Firearms Protocol can reduce the number of firearms in illicit circulation, including in conflict, contributing to the long-term structural prevention of CRSV. Second, as per the gender mainstreaming resolution of the Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice, Member States are called to:
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**88** Ibid.


Take a gender perspective into account in the implementation of the Organized Crime Convention and the Protocols thereto by considering how crime, including transnational organized crime, has different impacts on men and women, in order to ensure that policies, programmes and actions to address crime are effective.92

The Firearms Protocol and the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime are also relevant because they address organized criminal groups, which often operate in and across conflict zones. Organized criminal groups may provide armed groups in a conflict with illicit arms, ammunition, explosives and other equipment and commodities to be used in conflict,93 and these same weapons may directly or indirectly be facilitating CRSV. In addition, a 2018 report by the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime about trafficking in conflict found that organized criminal groups are frequently involved in the trafficking of persons for the purpose of sexual exploitation, often taking advantage of the breakdown in governance and border security in a conflict setting.94 While several Security Council resolutions have highlighted the challenging security implications posed by organized crime in conflict-affected and fragile settings, noting the imperative to integrate crime prevention mandates into United Nations responses at all phases of conflict,95 further attention should be paid to the role of organized criminal groups as perpetrators and enablers of CRSV as part of prevention efforts.

### 3.2 Additional Arms Control and Disarmament Tools for Preventing Conflict-related Sexual Violence

The implementation of SALW-related treaties and instruments can support the prevention of sexual violence directly by reducing the number of weapons, especially illicit weapons, in fragile and conflict-affected settings. In addition, there are arms control and disarmament measures that can be leveraged to mitigate the immediate risk of CRSV before and during conflict and when countries

91 Ibid., “Key Provisions”.
are transitioning out of conflict. These measures include integration of arms-related risks into CRSV early warning mechanisms; engagement with armed groups; arms embargoes; disarmament, demobilization and reintegration (DDR); civilian disarmament programmes; WAM; CVR programmes; and specific measures as part of SSR. Some of these measures are discussed below.

### 3.2.1 Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration Programmes

Traditional DDR is described as the “process of removing weapons from the hands of combatants, taking the combatants out of military structures and helping them to integrate socially and economically into society”.\(^96\) Today, DDR is an integrated process that includes tools such as WAM and CVR programmes and reintegration support that can be used piecemeal and in contexts where the preconditions for a DDR programme are not present, such as during a conflict.\(^97\)

The disarmament component of DDR provides an opportunity to address CRSV. Some DDR processes have resulted in the collection and destruction of large amounts of arms and ammunition and thus effectively eliminated the risk of weapons being recirculated and used to commit or facilitate CRSV. The Integrated DDR Standards acknowledge that involving non-governmental organizations and women community leaders in weapon collection and destruction as part of DDR programmes could help raise awareness of weapon spread and misuse, and the implications of this in facilitating CRSV.\(^98\) In addition, gender-responsive WAM carried out in the context of DDR can contribute to prevention, as discussed in section 3.2.3.

The demobilization and reintegration components of DDR already address CRSV in several ways. First, from the initial stages of screening and identification of combatants to their long-term reintegration, DDR programmes are encouraged to establish effective mechanisms for receiving and transmitting information on CRSV incidents throughout the process.\(^99\) This is important, as DDR should not be misperceived as condoning amnesty for combatants responsible for CRSV crimes.

According to the revised Integrated DDR Standards, DDR programmes should offer health-care services and psychological health support to combatants, dependents and members associated with armed groups who might have suffered sexual violence during or after the conflict. Cantonment sites should be adequately lit and provide separate latrines for women and men to prevent sexual violence.

---


97 Ibid.

98 Ibid., p. 17.

3.2.2 Civilian Disarmament and Weapon Collection Programmes

Civilian disarmament and weapon collection activities, sometimes called “microdisarmament”, have often been used to help collect weapons and ammunition in circulation among the civilian population in a post-conflict environment or in locations of pervasive violent crime. One example is Africa Amnesty Month for the surrender and collection of illicit arms and light weapons as part of the African Union’s Silence the Guns by 2020 initiative.101

Civilian weapon collection programmes can directly prevent the reoccurrence of CRSV in the transitional and post-conflict period by removing guns from civilians, who can also perpetrate CRSV. In addition, if accompanied by disposal programmes, the weapon collection can remove firearms from circulation that may otherwise contribute to the reoccurrence of the conflict and the conditions that may lead to CRSV. The inclusion of diverse stakeholders, including women’s groups, in civilian disarmament has been long advocated for, and their inclusion can raise awareness about CRSV prevention. However, it is important to go beyond women’s tokenistic participation and to ensure that women and different demographic groups, including survivors of CRSV and their representative associations, can meaningfully take part in the decision-making and design of programmes such as “weapons for development”, where weapons are surrendered in exchange for a community development project.102 These programmes can also be an opportunity to address civilian firearm licensing legislation, as discussed in section 3.2.3.

3.2.3 Weapon and Ammunition Management

WAM, which can be part of DDR and CVR or implemented independently, can be described as the oversight of, accountability for and governance of arms and ammunition throughout their life cycle, from the point of manufacture to disposal, including destruction. WAM refers to frameworks governing


the acquisition, stockpiling, transfer controls (including end user controls), tracing, and disposal of arms and ammunition. A gender-responsive approach to WAM considers the different impacts of diversion, theft and proliferation of weapons on women, men, girls and boys at every phase of the management life cycle of weapons and ammunition. This approach requires gender expertise and the collection of gender- and age-disaggregated data, including improved data on weapons in CRSV incidents, to be shared with WAM practitioners in an aggregate format to better inform their work.

The Integrated DDR Standards module on transitional WAM explicitly recognizes that “inadequately secured weapons and ammunition can facilitate inter-personal armed violence, including sexual and gender-based violence”. By preventing diversion and loss of weapons allocated to military forces due to poor stockpile and security measures, WAM can reduce the risk that these weapons are used to fuel CRSV directly but also indirectly. While WAM can be implemented as a part of formal DDR processes, it is also an important measure to support security transitions. For example, in contexts where there is no peace agreement and where disarmament as part of a formal DDR programme may not be possible, transitional WAM can be implemented to support better arms control by preventing the diversion of weapons, ammunition and explosives to unauthorized end users, thereby contributing to prevention of the reoccurrence of CRSV in these contexts. For WAM to be an effective part of CRSV prevention, understanding of WAM must go beyond the “train and equip” type of work, which primarily focuses on physical security and stockpile management, and include a more holistic assessment of legal national frameworks.

For example, as part of a WAM assessment, existing legal and policy frameworks on civilian ownership of firearms can be reviewed and a gender-sensitive approach to firearm legislation and licensing could be encouraged with the aim of preventing GBV including CRSV in transitional and post-conflict settings.

3.2.4 Community Violence Reduction

Originally introduced in Haiti in 2006, CVR programmes are becoming more popular, especially in contexts where the preconditions for DDR (e.g. a formal peace agreement or ceasefire agreement)
are not in place, yet where armed violence and criminal violence is pervasive. CVR differs from DDR in that it works directly with target communities to find solutions to causes of armed violence from within, and it explicitly targets youth at risk of recruitment by armed groups in addition to ex-combatants.  

There are several entry points into CVR to develop integrated practices that can support the prevention of CRSV. One example is using such programmes to better understand the nexus between GBV and the factors that influence firearm ownership within a given community (including through perception surveys). These surveys can serve to identify potential arms control options that could support the prevention of GBV, including CRSV, for example including awareness-raising activities about the use and misuse of weapons and the risks involved in the unsafe storage and handling of arms and ammunition. Another example entry point is the introduction of weapon-free zones in locations such as schools, businesses, religious centres, parks, sports areas and plazas, or entire villages, in areas that suffer from pervasive armed violence and GBV and where there is a lack of law enforcement. Weapon-free zones may help people feel safer regardless of gender (although this may be especially true for women and people of diverse gender identity) and promote a change of attitude towards the need to own firearms for safety and security. In fact, weapon-free zones in conflict settings like the ones established around protection camps in South Sudan have resulted in a decrease in CRSV cases.

CVR can also provide entry points to engage the community and ex-combatants to carry out sensitization on CRSV, including by condemning CRSV and encouraging communities to protect CRSV survivors.

### 3.2.5 Security Sector Reform

SSR refers to the process of transforming the security sector – those institutions that safeguard a country and its citizens from security threats – to ensure the provision of effective security to both the State and its people within a framework of accountability and democratic governance. SSR involves a systematic review of the policies, programmes and activities of a country’s security sector. It addresses both the core State providers of security (e.g. military, police, intelligence community, border guard, judiciary, penal system) and non-State providers (e.g. private security and military companies, non-State armed groups).

---


Gender-responsive SSR is particularly relevant to preventing CRSV as one of its objectives is improving the security sector’s prevention of and response to sexual and gender-based violence, including CRSV, in post-conflict settings. Mainstreaming gender considerations into SSR could lead to the development of more gender-responsive policies and guidelines on the conduct of security personnel to prevent sexual exploitation and abuse, as well as regulations and procedures for arms transfers to private security companies or regulations that determine whether security personnel are allowed to take service weapons home, a measure that could reduce the risk of domestic violence and help prevent reoccurrence of CRSV in post-conflict settings.


4. Looking Ahead: Further recommendations to support CRSV prevention

As the primary duty bearers, States have a key role in contributing to preventing CRSV through better and more transparent implementation of SALW-related treaties and instruments. Although many challenges for implementation exist, especially in conflict-affected States, there are some steps that all stakeholders, including States, the United Nations, regional organizations and civil society organizations, can take to bring greater attention to this issue and improve implementation of the treaties, instruments, tools and measures outlined, with the aim of effectively contributing to both short-term and long-term prevention of CRSV.

Improving understanding of the links between SALW proliferation and CRSV

All arms control and disarmament stakeholders can contribute to improving understanding of the links between the proliferation of SALW in conflict and CRSV. First, by contributing to improving data collection on CRSV through supporting the collection of more disaggregated data on survivors and victims of CRSV by age, gender and other identity markers (e.g. disability) as well as geographic location of the incident, type of location (e.g. displaced persons camps, schools), type of perpetrator, and most importantly, the type of weapon involved in the incident. States in particular could also encourage and fund initiatives to safely make anonymized
country-level data and trends on CRSV incidents more accessible to their national export authorities to support the export risk assessments in the context of article 7.4 of the ATT. In addition, these data can be used to inform SALW control policies at a national level in the context of commitments made by States under the UNPoA.

Second, States in collaboration with civil society organizations, the United Nations and other relevant stakeholders could **pursue and fund further context-specific research on the links between CRSV and the proliferation of SALW**, in particular, the links between organized crime, including the illicit trade in weapons and other types of illicit trade in conflict and CRSV. This would build on recommendations from both the Fifth Conference of States Parties to the ATT and the Third Review Conference on the UNPoA to increase understanding of the gender impacts of armed violence and understanding of the gender-specific impacts of the illicit trade in SALW.\(^{114,115}\)

### Raising awareness of the role of arms control and disarmament in CRSV prevention

Although the United Nations and others have acknowledged SALW proliferation as an enabling factor of CRSV, there is little awareness of the role that arms control and disarmament plays in the prevention of CRSV. Again, all arms control and disarmament stakeholders can contribute to raising awareness of this issue.

States can do this by **including data or research on the links between SALW proliferation and CRSV in their national statements during SALW-related forums, such as the ATT, the UNPoA and the Firearms Protocol**, and consider including survivors or survivors’ associations in their delegations to these meetings to deliver statements.

International and national civil society organizations, as well as international and regional organizations, have played an important role in the negotiation, adoption and ratification of all arms control and disarmament treaties and instruments. They continue to play a crucial role in developments related to these instruments and treaties, such as encouraging States to adopt stronger gender language and recommendations in the development of additional resolutions and protocols or in outcome documents of meetings.\(^{116}\) Therefore, **civil society organizations as well**
as international and regional organizations can raise awareness on this issue by making statements outlining the links between SALW proliferation and CRSV and by holding side events and informational sessions during meetings of state parties or review conferences.

Sharing and building on existing good practices that aim to prevent GBV

To improve the implementation of SALW-related treaties and instruments aimed at supporting long-term or structural prevention of CRSV, States can consider sharing existing national practices on the development of gender-responsive SALW-related legislation and policies, which can contribute to the prevention of GBV, including CRSV. States can share and build on existing export risk assessment practices which would assess and mitigate the risk that exported weapons can be used to commit or facilitate CRSV in the context of Arms Trade Treaty obligations. States could also consider establishing a sub-working group on the implementation of article 7.4 as part of the existing working group on treaty implementation. Through this group, States could elaborate on export risk assessment practices that consider the full spectrum of GBV, including CRSV.

Leveraging synergies between complementary frameworks

The proliferation of SALW is a complex issue, involving a wide range of actors and potential factors. As such, States should take advantage of synergies among relevant global and regional instruments and treaties – as well as other frameworks such as the Women, Peace and Security Agenda and the Sustainable Development Goals – to address the proliferation of SALW and its gendered impacts. Leveraging the synergies of these instruments can increase their collective effectiveness to help curb proliferation of SALW to perpetrators, which could make a significant impact on CRSV prevention.

Box 3.

The role of survivors and survivors’ groups

Security Council resolution 2468 recognized “the need for a survivor-centered approach in preventing and responding to sexual violence in conflict and post-conflict situations”\(^{118}\) In fact, survivors have a crucial role in addressing conflict-related sexual violence (CRSV) by helping bring perpetrators to account through formal and informal justice processes and ensuring that responses to CRSV are effective by voicing their concerns and needs to inform specific forms of support, protection and redress.

Survivors such as Nadia Murad, a Yazidi survivor of sexual violence by ISIL, and survivors’ groups such as SEMA (Global Network of Victims and Survivors to End Wartime Sexual Violence) have also played a fundamental role in prevention by bringing much needed global attention to CRSV, which has resulted in increased financial resources and political will towards preventing and ending CRSV.

In this same way, survivors and survivors’ groups have a key role to play in leveraging arms control and disarmament measures for CRSV prevention, if they so wish. As critical stakeholders in efforts to prevent CRSV, they should be included in decision-making on arms control and disarmament. At national and multilateral levels, they can further underscore the importance of arms control and disarmament measures by sharing their stories and their concerns about the proliferation of weapons in their communities. Their engagement with national small arms and light weapons authorities could offer key insights, contributing to the formulation of laws and policies that could prevent the reoccurrence of CRSV and GBV. Encouraging their participation in decision-making on processes of arms control and disarmament is also in line with calls from the United Nations Secretary-General and several Member States to improve women and youth participation in decision-making related to arms control and international security.\(^{119}\)

---

\(^{118}\) Security Council, S/RES/2467, 2019, preamble.

5. Conclusion

CRSV has traditionally been seen as a tactic of warfare, with perpetration often affiliated with a State or non-State armed group and victimhood associated with women and girls. Recent research on its occurrence has promoted a more nuanced understanding of this complex phenomenon. It is now understood that sexual violence is part of a continuum of GBV that exists prior to the conflict and may continue after the conflict and affects women and girls as well as men, boys and people of diverse gender identities. Effective prevention will require a holistic understanding of prevailing gender norms that can drive both GBV and participation in armed violence; the enabling factors of CRSV, which often overlap with the conflict drivers; and the risk factors arising from the intersecting identities of survivors and perpetrators.

Arms control and disarmament can play an important role in preventing CRSV and can contribute to both long-term structural prevention and short-term operational prevention in several ways. First, enhanced implementation of arms control and disarmament treaties, instruments, tools and measures will likely reduce the availability of SALW in a conflict, making it harder for perpetrators to commit CRSV. Second, reducing the overall number of SALW in a conflict may help decrease its intensity and decrease the conditions that lead to the normalization of sexual violence in conflict. Third, in post-conflict settings, arms control and disarmament measures such as WAM and weapon collection programmes including as part of DDR and CVR can help reduce the availability of weapons, and a gender-responsive framework for regulating weapons, in particular firearms, can prevent
the reoccurrence of sexual violence in post-conflict settings. In addition, these measures enhance security and stability, creating a more conducive environment to focus on the underlying causes of sexual violence.

However, no disarmament or weapon reduction programme will be successful in the absence of adequate security guarantees for those persons who voluntarily surrender their weapons. Therefore, DDR, weapon collection programmes, WAM, SSR and other SALW control initiatives, need to be integrated to reduce the risks of relapse into conflict and effectively prevent CRSV.\textsuperscript{120}

The arms control and disarmament community have a greater role to play in preventing CRSV. States, civil society organizations can bring more awareness to this issue by including survivors and survivor associations to ensure that arms control and disarmament treaties are implemented with a view to preventing CRSV. For this, the arms control community could support better reporting of CRSV incidents, to include information on weapons, and could explore additional links between SALW proliferation and CRSV, for example the link between organized crime, armed groups, and CRSV.

Arms control and disarmament measures alone cannot prevent CRSV. To do that, the root causes of conflict and its gendered dynamics, and other exacerbating factors, need to be addressed. However, when implemented in a gender-responsive way, arms control and disarmament can create space for women’s participation in peace negotiations and post-conflict decision-making processes and in the security sector, where the root causes of CRSV can be addressed. Taken together with other measures, such as promoting gender equality, addressing the root causes of conflict, and holding perpetrators accountable, arms control and disarmament can help change gender norms and address the structural inequalities in society that lead to this type of violence.
